
Making the message count whatever the conditions, the RPR750 delivers consistent mission critical 
day-to-day performance.  With its unique ability to deliver text, voice and stored speech, the RPR750   
ensures safe and secure messaging whatever the challenge.

Features for Tough, Professional & Reliable Messaging:

- Stored voice - Up to 120 seconds of recordable speech
- One-way speech - Full alphanumeric text
- Bright crystal-clear display - Intrinsically safe versions
- Multiple tone alerts plus volume escalation - Multitone Mk7, Mk6 and POCSAG code formats
- UHF, VHF, HF versions available
- Tough, slip-proof, dust and water-resistant IP54 case with grip-tight clip

Fully compatible with all Multitone paging systems

Technical Specification

Radio Performance: RPR751 (HF) RPR752 (VHF) RPR753 (UHF)

Frequency range: 25-54MHz 137-174MHz 407-417MHz and 430-470MHz

Channel Spacing: 12.5/25kHz 12.5/25kHz 12.5/25kHz

Battery:
Standard version:
Single AA Alkaline (LR6): Typical pager - 1,000 hours
AA NiCd (Rechargeable): Typical pager -    300 hours
AA NiMH (Rechargeable): Typical pager -    520 hours

IS Versions:
Single AA Alkaline (LR03): Typical pager -   600 hours
AAA NiCd (Rechargeable): Typical pager -   350 hours

Code format: Multitone Mk7, Mk6 and POCSAG CCIR No.1
Please note that speech features are not available on POCSAG variants

Dimensions:
Width x Length x Height: 81mm x 57mm x 21mm (3.2in x 2.2in x 0.8in)
Weight: 60gms (2.1oz)
Weight including battery: 83gms (2.9oz)
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Radio Paging Receiver 
RPR750

Communication Solutions for a Wireless World...

Alphanumeric Speech Pager with Stored Voice Technology



Stored Voice

To ensure fast, effective response the RPR750 includes stored voice - a new 
innovative feature, so however busy or noisy the workplace, voice messages can 
be quickly and simply repeated, maximising performance.  The RPR750 is 
equipped with a memory system, capable of recording five, easy-to-retrieve, fully 
integrated speech and text message memories, with a maximum recording 
capacity of up to 120 seconds (2 minutes). 

Speech from the Belt

With full speaker volume control, you can now 
determine the desired level of speech output.  
For hands-free belt operation, set volume to
maximum.  
For minimal disturbance and to maintain silence, 
set volume to minimum, hold the pager to the ear 
and listen to the message.

Delivering the highest levels of performance, the RPR750
paging receiver embodies Multitone's high standards of
design performance and includes an exciting range of new
features, ensuring that text and speech messages are
easily read, heard and repeated, whatever the conditions.

The RPR750 is designed for professionals who demand
reliability and versatility from their communication systems
and incorporates the following features and benefits:

Bright crystal-clear display

With its bright, crystal-clear, fully reversible, top-fired 14-character display,
the RPR750 is exceptionally easy-to-read.  Incorporating a powerful 
luminescent backlight the RPR750 is operable in all lighting conditions 
from bright sunlight to total darkness.



Tough Case Design

The RPR750 has a tough, dustproof, water-resistant and slip-proof case, designed
to protect to IP54, plus Intrinsically Safe Certification to ATEX and UL standards.
This enables the RPR750 to operate in hazardous and hostile environments.  

The specially designed grip-tight clip also enables you to carry your pager in your
pocket or on your belt, keeping your hands free for other more important tasks.

Multiple Addresses

The RPR750 Mk7 variant supports up to 10
receiver addresses, enabling each pager to 
operate in multiple teams, ensuring fast
accurate team or group calling.

Advanced Messaging

Combined with simple button operation and plain language prompts the
RPR750 ensures ease-of-use whatever the conditions.  Its advanced
design supports up to 120 character messages and with a 600-character
message memory, plus multi-language support, the RPR750 delivers true
user-friendly operation.  

Multiple Alert Options

With eight 'system generated' beep codes, the origin of a paging call is
instantly identifiable, whether it be for a phone, fire alarm, call waiting, 
alert, or a particular beep code of your choice, appropriate action is 
assured.  Additional alert features include:

• Vibrate alert
• Optional warble alert for enhanced definition
• Escalating alarm - an increasingly louder alert to elicit urgent response
• Extended message alert - to remind the user of  unread message content
• Silent alert - flashing lamp and vibrate only modes for non-disturbance 

operation


